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SUMMARY

The nonlinear response characteristics
system were successfully simulated using an
(differentialanalyzer). 9?hisservo system

of an electrobydraulic servo
electronic anal.oguecomputer
was the control unit of an

autopilot used in the auto~tic stabilization and control of an aircraft.
One element of the servo system, the amplifier, tended to saturate beyond
certain voltage input magnitudes and was the cause of the nonlinear
response. In obtaining a satisfactory simulation of the servo system it
was necessary not only to take into account the nonlinear amplifier char-
acteristics kt
servo system.

also ~he accumulative effect of same the la& of the

INTRODUCTION

The analysis or synthesis of a system
simplified if the system can be considered
linear. Such systems are readily amenable
the effects of a large number of parameter

having a dynamic response is
to be linear rather than non-
to mathematical solution and
changes can be studied sepa-

rately, due to the property of sfierposition that exists for solutio-&
of linear differential equations. For various reasons, automatic guid-
ance systems for aircraft often contain elements that have nonlinear “
responses during certain phases of their operation. Depending upon the
degree of these nonltiearities, the system may respond in a fairly linear
manner and therefore be amenable to a linear analysis, or it may be
necessary to consider the system as one having definitely nonlinear char-
acteristics. The,servo system considered in this report is h the latter
category, due mainly to the fact that its amplifier tends to saturate.

This particular servo system was part of an autopilot used.to stabi-
lize the longitudinal motion of a dive-bonibertype of aircraft. It
constituted the control unit required to convert a pitch angle and pitch-
rate signal from the autopilot sensing devices iritoa deflection of the
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2 NJu3ATN 2707

aircraft elevator control. An investigation of the longitudinal

-C respome of the stabilized airplane was made and the results
were reported in reference 1. In this investigation it was found that
when restricted to linesr methods of analysis the perfomnmce of the
autopilot-aircraft conibinationcould be predicted for only the small
range of operation where the elements of the autopilot operated within
their linear range. Consequently, in order to study the gross effects
of the autopilot on the performance of the stabilized airplane it would
be necessary either to test the equipment extensively in flight or to
develop a way of readily simulating the operational ch~acteristics of
the nonlinear autopilot. If the latter is possible it is reasonable
to assume that the operational characteristics of the aircraft could
also be simulated; thus it seems that simulation would be the most
expedient way to determine the effects of the autopilot on the charac-
teristics of the combination.

h this investigation an analogue computer,‘h partic~m, the
Reeves Electronic Analogue Computer, was used as the me- for s~a-
tion. A machine of this type furnishes a rapid solution to ordinary
nonlinear d.ifferenti~ equations of the degxee of complexity generally
encountered in fairly simple mechanical or electrical.systems. Conse-
quently, an analogue machine is a convenient means for handling nonlinesr
problems of this type.

NOTATCON
~

Am

f

I

k

kf

kg

km

%

Pa&

Pf

transfer function of the actuator, inches per milliampere

fregpency, cycles per second

current from smpltiier, milliamperes

closed-loop transfer-function constant, per second squared

follow-up selsyn constant, volts per inch

displacement gyro constant, volts per degree

actuator transfer-function constant, inches per

peak amplitude on frequency response curve

static gain constant of amplifier

gain of sensitivity potentiometer,

milliamperes

percent

secondailliawpere

per volt
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transfer function of rate gyro, volt-seconds per degree

amplitude ratio of closed-loop servo response

vsriable introduced in the Laplace transformation,per second

t@, seconds

error si~ of autopflot-a~craft comb~tion (vI - ~g)j volts

error signal of servo system (vi - vf), volts

feedback voltage of servo system, volts

displacement gyro ou@ut, volts

input signal to autopilot-aircraft cofiination, volts

input signal to servo system, volts

rate gyro output, volts \

control-surface’deflectionmeasured in terms of servo output
shaft, inches

phase angle of ye relative to vi, degrees

phase angle of vf relative to vi, degrees

@@rig ratio of servo system

input angle to autopilot-aircraft combination, d.e~ees

hypothetical input angle to servo system, degrees

attitude of aircraft in angular displacement, degrees

time del~ consixmt, seconds

time constant of actuator, seconds

phase angle by which the measured open-loop response differs

from the response of the second+rder term
[*]) ‘=ees
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% natural frequency of servo systems, radi= per second

9 frequency at pesk amplitude of frequency response cue,
radians per second

DESCRII?TTONOF SERVO SYSTEM

The servo system under consideration is part of an autopilot that
provides longitudinal stability for an aircraft. As shown by the block
diagram (fig. 1) the stabilizing action is produced by comparing the
desired pitch angle 131 with the instantaneous pitch angle 9
is measured by a ~oscope.

o, which
An error signal vE = vl - vg in volts,

which is directly proportional to the difference between 131and O.,
and a signal Vr which is proportional to the rate of change of the
ou~ut pitch angle d.f30/dtare cortibinedto form the input signal vi
to the servo system. In the servo system the signal is amplified and
then by meanE of a solenoid-controlledtransfer valve which operates a
hydraulic piston the signal is used to control the elevator deflection 5.
The purpose of the internal feedback loop which comes vf to vi,
the difference being Ve, is to provide zero static error for the servo
system. The net effects of the afore-mentioned displacement signal
el - e. and rate signal deo/dt on the combined aircraft-autopilot
system could be considered as increases in the restoring force and in
the damping of the system, respectively.

The characteristics of the elements that make up the servo system
were determined by laboratory bench tests. The amplifier, which was
the critical element with respect to linearity, had a constant static
gain Of Pa& = 120 milliamperes per volt up to an input voltage of
approximately*0.35 volt. At that point its response tended to deviate
from the linear as shown in figure 2, and above approximately*O.65 volt
input the amplifier was completely saturated, giving about 53 miXlism-
yeres output. It was reasonably asswned that the dynamic characteristics
of the amplifier did not differ appreciably from the static characteris-
tics. If minor differences did exist, however> they were absorbed into
the transfer function representing the actuator, due to the fac!tthat
such differences would show up in the closed-loop response measurements
used in determining the actuatok transfer function. The other elements
having static gains were the follow-up selsyn attached to the servo
output shaft for which kf = x2.8 volts per inch, d the sensitivi~
potentiometer Pf whichcould be set to vary the follow-up-selsyn output
_ere fromO to 100 percent. The qerimental data obtained for this
analysis were for sensitivities of Pf = 0.24> 0.33, O.@, 0.52, ti 0.63. a

-.———.—..—. .—.——-.— ..-.—-- ——— —-— —..— ..—~. —- -----. —
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The actuator consisted of a hydraulic piston operatidby a solenoid-
controlled transfer valve. In previous closed-loop measurements it was
detqmined that the dynamic response characteristics of the actuator
could ‘berepresented by a transfer function of the followi& form:l

Am(s) = ;(s)= ‘m ~inches/milliampere
s(l+T@ )

(1)

The constant km is frequency invariant and is readily determinable
from open-loop tests of the forwsrd branch of the servo loop shown below.

.

Ve Amplifier 1,~ Actuator b
Pa&

/
J Am

Measurements of the rate of the actuator piston travel in inches per
second made withti the linesr range of amplifier operation were divided
by the voltage input Ve giving a value of 7.6 inches per second per
volt. Then by ditiding out the ampltiier constant Pa& the constant &
was obtained as

km _ 7.6 _
120 s

0.063 in./see-ma

The time constant Tm is -d to measure directly. It is possible to
determine it, however, from open-loop frequency-responsemeasurements,

~ (i61),or from closed-loop frequency-responsemeasmeqents, $ (ju),
Ve

provided that the response is that of a linesr second+rder sys’ti. Zn
_ the messurements required to”determine this constant, therefore,
it is necessary to restrict the inptitsignals to a magnitude small
enough to prevent the ~lifier from saturat~. me closed-loop fre-
quency responses Wre used to this end-inasmuch as they had already been
obtained for final checking of the simulated response characteristics
and contained a number of measurements for With the aqplifier operation
was linear. These linesm responses represented the frequency-response
characteristicsof the following second~rder system:

~(s) = P&&(s) ‘
#

inches per volt.
1 + Pa Pf kf ~(S)

(2)

%e operational notation used herein corresponds to the Laptician
,

notation used by Churchill in reference 2.

. .. —.-
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or

+(s) =
PA k~s (l+T#)

l+ PaAa Pfkf km/S(l+TmS)

which can be written

;(s) = %& k+=
S2 + s/Tin+ Pa Pf ~ km/Tm

(3)

The details of the procedure used to estimate the v~ues of Tm are
given in a later se&ion

Since the follow-up
the foKlo@ng manner

the closed-loop-response

which beCOl@S

on analysis.

voltage

Vf

function

-v+

vf is related

=PflLf5

can be written

to the deflection h

or

1#3)= k
82 + 2Q~s+& -

,

alternatively as

(4)

where .

1 (5)

(6)
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The advsmtage of using this alternative form lies in the fact that it
is dimensionless and that analytical results in this form can be compmed
&irectly with the bench-test results of the servo system ~ich were
obtained as dimensionless amplitude ratios.

ANALYSIS

Measmed Response Characteristics of Servo System

In order to investigate the characteristics of the servo system
over a wide operating range and thereby disclose the major effects of
the nonlinear amplifier, closed-loop-responsemeasurements were obtained
for five different input voltages: vi = 0.1, 0.2, 0.39, 0.78 and
1.56 volts; at each of three feedback sensitivities Pt = 0.2L, 0.42,
and 0.63; and also for vi = O.lvolt at Pf =0.33 and O.52. These
results are presented in figure 3. The major effects noted were a
decrease in both the peak amplitude and the frequency at peak amplitude
with an increase in voltage input. A successful simulation of these
characteristicsover the wide range of variables investigated would be
an indication that the method of simulation employed should be suitable
for genersl dynamic studies of the aircraft-autopilot’combination.

Simulation of Servo-System Characteristics

Although the REAC has been used mainly for sol- line= differ-—
ential equations, it can also be applied to sol.- nonlinear differen-
tial equations. Thus the REM is a suitable instrument for simulating
nonlinear mechanical or electrical systems. Other types Qf ~ogue
computers can be used as simulators also.

8 On the REAC the nonlinear components canbe included in the circuit
representing the sys~ by means of input tables, as was done in this.
case, or by generating the nonlinear function on the machine itself.
The linear components in the circuit can be represented through the use
of integrators, summers, and potentiometers.

As will be pointed out later, it was necessary to modify the origi-
nally assumed simulation system in order to obtain satisfactory shwla-
tion of the servo-system characteristics. Both the original and modified
systems are described in the followlng paragraphs of this section.2

2Mr. Marvin f%rej formerly with the Ames Aeronautical WbQratory of the
NACA, contributed to the development of these two simulation systems.

. . ------ .. ..-— ..-. .--— --. — ----— ---- ----- -—. .--- ------ ------ ---— .- —-



8 NACA TN 2707

Secondorder system incorporatingnonlinear amplifier.- The repre-

sentation of the servo s@em as origtially assumed, that is, as shown
in the block diagram of figure 1 and as represented by the transfer
functions and constants given in the description of tie servo systm, is
a second+mxler system incorporating a nonlinesr function representing
the smplifier. If the input voltage to the amplifier ve iS kept fi~~
the voltage range for which the amplifier responds in a ltiem fashion>
the system, as visualized, is merely a linear second+rder system. It
is interesting to note that a ~eat deal of information about the
response of linear second+rder systems is already known and cataloged
and can be used to check the validity of the values determined for the
constants as well as the validi~ of the assumed mathematical expression
for the components. For this particular servo system, ye must be kept
smaller than 0.35 volt for the swtem to operate as a linear second-
order system.
loop amplitude

Since

&is restriction &n be expressed in terms of the closed-
ratio and phase angle, R andq, in the fo~- ~erg

@f
vf = vi Re

where R is the closed-loop amplitude’ratio and ef i? the correqond-
ing phase angle, then

. jef,
‘e =Vi-vf= Vi(l - Re

1

= Vi(l -Rcosq - jR Sh Ef)

}

(7)

=vi~l+R2-2Rcosqe j%

I

ad if the follow5ng relationship is maintained

[Jv-J- 1+R2
I

- 2R Cos Gf 50.35 (8)
.

the smplifier operates within its linear range. By use of this relation-
ship and the closed-loop frequency-re~”onse curves shown in fi~e 3, it
was determined that the amplifier had a linear response throughout the
frequency spectrum for the volthge input of 0.1 and the feedback sensi-
tivities of o.pk, 0.33, and 0.k2. Furthermore, for the two higher feed-
back sensititityvslues of 0.52 and 0.63, the responses for the voltage
inputs of O.1’indicated that, although the amplifier response deviated
slightly from the linear for frequencies in the -diate vicinity of
the resonant frequency, the amplifier was fm from be= ~ satiated.

.

— .— ..——. .— — —---— --— .
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.

These linear responses of the closed-loop servo system were used
tO estimate a v&h@ Of T~. It can be seen from equation (6) that for
this second-rder system Tm is equal to the inverse of twice the
product of the damping ratio C and the undamped natural frequency ~
Both of these factors can.be obtained directly from the peak amplitude h
and the frequency at peak amplitude ~ of the frequency
by means of equations (5) and (6) it is possible to write

‘P

“=’~

and

. )

-(1/Mpq ‘

/1 - (1/Mpq

Substituting the values of ~ and ~ from the responses
O.1-volt-input cases into the shove equation yielded

Pf Tm

0.24 0.071
● 33 .07k
.42 .084
.’52 .083
.63 ● 094

The rather l=ge variation in the values of Tm obtained

response. T’@s,

(9)

(lo)

(U-)

to the five

in this manner
indicated that-the system probably could not b: adequately represented
by the simple second-order system incorporating the nonlinear amplifier
characteristicsas initially assumed. A further check on this possibility
was made by taking the Mu.e of Tm for the feedback sensitivi~ of 0.24
and computing the line= response for a second~rder system using the
following constants:

Tm . 0.071} esttited value

km= 0.063
kf = E.8

I

measured values

Pa% = 120

.-—.- .- ----- .. . ... . ..—. —.. -. ..------ .--.— - .—. — ..- -—. . .- . ------ .. ..... -— -—. .-—. —. --- —-
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This response Is plotted for comparison with the servo system O.l-volt-
input response at this sensitivity b figure 4. The lack of agreement
gave a further indication of the invalidity of the assumed representation
of the servo system.

As a final check, the values of the two constants ~ and & were
adjusted to duplicate the servo-s@xm response at 0.1 volt input
(T~= 0.071, ~= 0.076). Then the assumed representation of the system
including the nonlinear amplifier characteristicwas put on the REAC and
simulated responses were obtained for the voltage inputs 0.1, 0.39,
and 1.56. These responses are compared with the actual system responses
in figure 5. It is appment from this comparison that slthough the
simulated curves follow the same general trends of the actual responses~
that is, a decrease in both the peak amplitude and the frequency at peak
qlitude with an increase in voltage input, the wtching of the ewes
is not close enough to make the simulation satisfactory.

Second-order s@xm incorporating nonlinear amplifier and ttie-
delay factor.- Vsrious possible discrepancies in the originally assumed
system representation were considered as sources of the inaccuracy in
the simulation. No one component, however, could be identified as the
probable source of the discrepancies. It was finally decided that a
reasonable procedure would be to determine an average value of ,Tm based
on the assumption that the representationof the actuator was satisfactory,
and to include, in addition, a the lag factor to take into account a
series of time delays or lags that probably exist tn one or more components
in the main branch of the system. Such a procedure is suggested in refer-
ence 3 on pages 83 through 90. The appropriateness of including the lag
factor was later confirmed by determinh g the difference in phase angles
between the assumed second-order term l/S(l+TmS) and the open-loop phase-
angle measurements of themdn branch of the loop and comparing this
difference with the phase lag that would be caused by a lag operator.
The significance of this comparison is more fully explained in a later -
section of this report entitled ‘Discussion.~

The average vshe of Tm was selected on the basis that the v=ia-
tion of the natural frequency with the feedback sensitivi~ factor, for
the O.1-volt-input cases, was very close to what is predictable for this
variation using the linear second+rder representation of the servo
system. In figure 6 the measured values of both ~ and ~ are plotted
against sensitivity on logarithmic scales and the corresponding theoreti-
cal ltiear variations sre shown also. It is evident from this figure
that whatever factor is preventing this system from behaving like a
second+rder system has had a greater effect on the damping ratio than
on the natural freqpency. It seems logical, therefore, to ~ase the
average value of Tm on the measured values of ~ which have been shown
to correspond closely with the characteristics of a linear second-order

_—— ————— . --..—. —. -.
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system. The following relationship, obtained

I-1

from equation (6),was Wed

‘a% ‘f ‘f ‘m
Tm=

Q1’=

or

~-=x20 (o.063) M.8 Pf 96.7 Pf=—

which melded the following results:
.

Pf (lln
—.

0.24 20.0
;;~ 24.8

28.3
.52 32.4
.63 35.4

T~

0.058
.052
.0!51
.048
.048

The average value of rm’ based on these c~,culations.is 0.052.

l~rittenin operational form for use as a transfer function the time

lag factor can be expressed as e
-TDS

This factor is often referred,to
as the lag operator. (See reference i.) The constant TD represents
a time delay in seconds which, in this case, can be thought of as an
accumulated time delay in the tiin branch of the servo loop. The block
diagrsmof the system would nowappe= ae shown in figure 7. Since no
measurement of such a timiedelay was available, an approximate value
fOr TD was obtained by matching the response of the simulated system
including the lag operator with the actual servo-response curves for a
0.1 volt input at the feedback sensitivity of 0.24. The value obtained
in this manner was TD = 0.009 second.

The simulated s stem was then set up on the REAC in order to check
{its suitability for he other voltage”inputs and feedback sensitivities.

The frequency response results obtained are shown in comparison with
actual servo responses in figure 3. The matching of the curves, in
general, is satisfactory. In particular nearly all of the curves match
very well in the low-freqyency ranges and on up to slightly beyond the
frequency at peak smplitude. It appears, therefore, that a success~
simulation of the servo system investigated can be obtained by the inclu-
sion of the nonlinesr amplifier characteristics and a lag operator in
the linear second-order system originally assumed.

. . . . ... . ._. ..— . ..- . ..-— —-. .——-- ------- -.....—— --—-. — --- ——— —-—--— —-
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The results of the analysis showed that in
cessfully the response of this electrohydxaulic
it was necessary to take into account time lags
included in the origin~y assumed second-order

order to simulate suc-
closed-loq servo system
additional to those
systm as well as to

take into account the nonlinear amplifier characteristics. The degree
of success of the simulation cam %e judged not only by the correspondence
between the measured and simulated frequency responses of figure 3, but
also by a comparison of the transient responses to a step input shown in ‘
figure 8 for feedback sensitivities of 0.24, 0.42, and 0.63 and input
voltages of O.I w 0.78. In addition to the simulated response for the
system incorporating the time lags and the nonlinear amplifier, a simu-
lated response for a linear system without the time lags is shown for
couqmrison. At the input voltage of 0.78 the linear simulation a~ears
to be nearly as gobd as the nonltiesr simulation for the sensitivities
of 0.24 and 0.42. This app~ent suitability of the line= simulation,
however, would disappesz as the input voltage increased because the
amplfiier saturation would become nmre effective, resulting in a.reduc-
tion of the peak overshoots of both the measured and simulated nonlinear
responses, while the peak overshoot of the linear response would be
unaffected. All the transient responses of the simulated system incor-
porating the time lags and nonlinesr amplifier correspond closely in
initial overshoot and damping with those of the actual system. At the
input voltages of 0.78 for the sensitivities of 0.42 and 0.63 there
appesrs to be a slight shift in phase or a small difference in freqyency
or a combination of both these effects. The magnitudes of these differ-
ences, however, are small enough that they do notinvdidate the success
of the s~ation to any appreciable degree.

The use of the lag operator to account for the difference between
the origtially assumed second-order system incorporate@ the nonlinear
anrplifierresponse and the actual response can be interpreted in two
ways. As indicated previously, the lag operator can be used to take
into account a number of time lags of either the exponential or dead-
time type that may exist in the main branch of the servo loop. In this
case no measurements of the individual time constants had been made so
it was necessary to adjust the lag operator constant TD to fit the
data for at least one frequency-response result. The fact that the
value of this constant so determined was satisfactory when applied to
calculating the responses for the other voltage inputs and sensitivities
was, h effect, a confirmation of the practicability of using the lag
operator in this manner. The other interpretation of the use of this
lag operator is
approximated by
as shown by the

based on the fact that its effect can be very closely
a first- or second-order term (depending on the size of TD)
following expansion ?ormula:

.__. ______ .-— .—. —-. .- —-- -.—-
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,

~ ‘TDS . & . 1

eTDs (TDS)2+ ,., + (TDs)n
l+ TDf3+—

2! Ill

In fact, in using the REAC it was necessary to approximate the lag factor
in this manner. After it was found by computation that the value of TD
should be 0.009 in order to fit the data, it was determined that the first
three terms of the ~ansion, giving a second-order factor, would provide
a very close approximation. The use of the lag operator therefore can
be-interpreted as an introduction of a linear factor of an order tipend-
ent on the magnitude of the time constant involved. In this case its use
was equivalent to the introduction of a second+rder factor,’thereby
raising the servo system to a fourth-order system.

At the conclusion of the analysis it was decided to make open-loop
measurements of the main branch of the servo in order to obtain data
from fiich at least the order of magnitude of the calculated time lag
co~tit 7D could be checked. h particular, the open-loop phase-angle
measurements were employed in this check. By subtracting from these open-
loop phase angles the phase angles corresponding to the atiowledged
second+xder term l/s(l~ms) the phase angles contributed by the unac-
counted for time lags could be determined. This difference in phase
angles was then plotted against frequencyas shown in figure 9. On this
plot the time-lag factor canbe identified as a phase lag versus fre-
quency curve having a const~t slope. It can be noted in figure 9 that,
in spite of the scatter at low frequencies, the phasxe curve corre-
sponding to the unaccounted for time lags canbe faired as a straight
line having a slope of 3.4° per cycle per second. This corresponds to a
time lag constant of Tn . 0.oo94 second fiich very closely corresponds
to the calculated value-of 0.C09 second.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

By using m electronic analogue computer it was possible to obtain
a satisfactory dnnilation of a servo system having nonline~ response
characteristics. The element of the servo system causing the nonline=
behatior was an amplifier. The characteristics of the amplifier were
included in the analogue-computer circuit representing the systemby
means of an input table from which the nonlinear response of this element
could be picked off and fed into the linearly responding elements simu-
lated by the electronic integrating and summing components of the analogue
computer. In addition, in order to achieve a successful simulation, it
was necessary to take into account the accumulative effects of t@e lags
in the servo which were not readily identifiable with the individual

. .- .--— . . . . . .. . .—--—-.—-- -—--------- —— — ..-— -—- --—.- ...————- —-—-—
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components. Since the dynamic responses of an aircraft can also be
simulated on an analogue computer, it is possible to conclude that the
WC reao~e of tie cfitition, that is, the automatically con-
tro13.edaircraft, could also be success~y simulated.

AIIleSAeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Ca.lif;, Mar. il.,1952
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Hgum 4.- Comparison of meosured cbsed-loojo frequency response
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